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"Amitabha Buddha." Qin Hai Grievance took a step forward and recited a Buddhist hymn, the
sound of Sanskrit rose in all directions, a large Sanskrit font appeared, flashing with Buddhist light
and heading straight towards that Silent Sword Qi to stop it.

"It's him, it's this son of a bitch, he's the son of a bitch who tried to sneak up on

the Linhai fishing village, most of the injuries I've sustained along the way were caused by this

bastard." Ao Dog, who was finally safe, was furious and pointed at Qin Hai Grievance and cursed

angrily.

Ling Yun came over and snatched Lin Ruoshi from Ao Dog's arms and quickly

treated Lin Ruoshi, who was now so weak that she had passed out, and when she saw Lin Hao, Lin
Ruoshi finally passed out relieved, with a faint smile on her face while she was unconscious.

"How did these bastards get down!" Ling Yun couldn't help but curse and shouted

to Lin Hao, "Little Shi is fine for now, don't let these bastards go! Jie zero Shan Wu Ai Yi Xi Fu?"

"I don't need you to say that, there's no way I'll let them go." Lin Hao's tone was
as cold as the god of death coming back to earth.

"Heh, arrogant." Qin Hai Zhan waved his hand, and the burning sound collided

with that Silent Sword Qi, devouring each other to cancel out this terrifying force.



There was no earth-shattering roar or explosion, but it was far more vicious than
any sparring match.

Within a short while, the golden light of the Burning Sound font began to fade,
smiling continuously.

Qin Hai Grievance's face changed in shock, he was a middle rank seven

Illusionary Spirit Master, he could already be called a demigod existence, how was this possible?

"Qin Feng resigned your grandfather! This is the weak chicken that you said was

so weak that he was powerless to fight back and could be killed at any time? Why don't you go
and die!" The other party was so powerful that even his Burning Sound could not counteract the

other party's sword, what level had this guy reached?

No!

He wasn't at a high realm, he was merely at the peak of the fifth rank.

Wait, it was his sword! There was something odd about the sword in his hand!

Qin Hai Grievance also saw the Heavenly Sin Sword in Lin Hao's hand and his

pupils snapped shut, Mard, no wonder it was so fierce, a divine sword with three divine markings
inscribed, even a True God would be able to rely on this divine weapon to fight one of them if

they came, right?



"You ask me? How should I know!" Qin Feng resigned in amazement, Lin Hao's
divine soul was on the verge of tearing apart when he was leaving, but now it had suddenly

become so strong? And his divine soul had actually become even more solid, stronger than
before!

Could it be!

Qin Feng Rui took a glance at the sword in Lin Hao's hand and immediately

understood, "It's not my business, it's because he fused the divine pattern, damn it, the sharpness
of such divine weapons is not something we can resist, retreat!"

After saying that, Qin Feng resigned without any hesitation and turned to run.

Qin Hai Grievance wanted to kill this fool, he had told him to withdraw, but he
insisted on chasing him, now he found out that the situation was not right, he ran faster than a
rabbit.

The other side's sword was so powerful, who knows if there are more terrifying
attacks?

Seeing that the Brahma font was about to be destroyed, Qin Hai Grievous once
again recited the Buddha's name aloud and flung out a golden font once again, carrying the
Buddha's intent to block the silent sword qi, while he ran away with his legs.



"Today, no one will be able to run away!" Lin Hao's voice was like the whispering
of a god of death, and as he flung his hand, the form of the Heavenly Sin Sword in his hand

underwent a radical change!

Second form, dragon form!

A dragon roar resounded through the heavens and the earth, and a mighty dragon
might fell, surrounding Lin Hao.

"Hiss, this is pure dragon blood divine might, they actually forged this inscription
with the soul of a pure divine dragon. Ruthless." Ao Dog drew a cold breath backwards, while
also being a little upset, that was their clan member, and now they couldn't even be a weapon
spirit, they could only make a divine inscription.

But Ao Inu also knew that this had nothing to do with Lin Hao, and he couldn't
possibly take his anger out on Lin Hao.

"Run!" Where did they dare to stay, looking at the Dragon Form Heavenly Sin

Sword in Lin Hao's hand, they had even less thoughts of continuing to fight with it, their plans
were already considered a failure, if they were left here too, it would be the end of them.
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Ding ding ~ dong dong ~



Suddenly, an abrupt and urgent zither sound rang out, the sound was clear and

pleasant, yet full of a stern and murderous intent, and the surrounding heaven and earth were

enveloped by the sound of the zither.

The Fairy in the Green Shirt had struck!

"Today, no one will be able to leave this place!" The Fairy in the Green Shirt
appeared in the sky, sitting in the air, her jade hands dancing, her green fingers dancing
beautifully on the strings of the zither.

Everywhere the sound of the zither could reach, it was locked, directly locking a
space!

"Qin Feng resignation you big stupid batch." Qin Hai Grievance couldn't help but
vent all his anger on Qin Feng Resign, if this bastard hadn't been bent on chasing after him, how
could this situation have occurred today!

"You're cursing my ass, it has nothing to do with me! You don't have to come
along if you don't want to, you're the one who's stupid enough to have to come along." Qin Feng
resigned also upset, and it was no use saying shit now, the gods had struck, you think it's a joke?

Immortal Qing Shirt was the only deity who could freely enter and leave the
Immortal Palace, the only one who had existed for ten thousand years, so who could stop him if

the other party made a move?



"Are you done arguing? If you're done arguing, then suffer death." Lin Hao's cold
voice came out as his human sword united!

The divine sword in dragon form transformed into a golden divine dragon, and
Lin Hao became one with it, his sharp sword intent converging on top of the dragon's claws as he
stood proudly in the void in a mighty manner.

The divine dragon swings its tail!

With a swish of the dragon's tail, the space around it exploded with an

ear-splitting detonation, space shattering to reveal the chaos of empty space, the sharp sword
intent like a heavenly sword tearing through the heavens.

"Do it! That bitch seems intent on using us to test her sword on this kid, we still
have a chance." Qin Feng resignation shot a look at Qin Hai resentment.

Qin Hai Grieving instantly understood, besiege Lin Hao, as long as Lin Hao was
captured, that green-shirt fairy would definitely throw in the towel and they wouldn't be without a
chance to leave this place!

Qin Feng resign's hands were encircled with inscriptions, one formation began to
be set out in a rush, and one inscription came towards Lin Hao.



"You all go together, the two of us will hold him back!" The golden Sanskrit
inscriptions were like spiritual snakes dancing wildly, and like a bundle of immortal ropes, they
quickly bound Lin Hao's dragon form.

Qin Feng resigned even more idly, and one inscription? Wu Shan Di Wu Yin Pao

Yi Xi? Each inscription was the core of an extremely complex formation.

The moment the inscription touched the dragon form Lin Hao, it exploded into a

formation of varying colours, flashing with a dazzling light.

"Trap formation!"

The dragon's four paws were trapped by four trapping formations, and Lin Hao

instantly felt like he was deep in a mire, his limbs unexpectedly unable to move, and the more he
moved, the more weak he became.

This was even more terrifying than a mire, not only was he deeply trapped and

unable to get out, but he was constantly drawing on his own strength.

"Explode the formation!"

Qin Feng rhetorically kept forming hand seals, and the inscriptions all over the

dragon's body suddenly burst open, and the terrifying energy raged wildly, tearing apart the
dragon's body.



The difference in realms was too great, the peak of the fifth rank, a high end
Illusionary Spirit Formation Master of the early seventh rank, even with the terrifying might of the
Heavenly Sin Sword, it would be equally difficult to match it!

A high-level Illusionary Spirit Formation Master was the most difficult enemy, an
invincible existence in the same realm.

Now Qin Hai Grievous was even more suppressed with absolute strength, a
bundle of immortal ropes formed by a Sanskrit text, deadly binding Lin Hao, making him unable

to move, the four sixth realm immortal slaves, one after another, began to wildly fling their skills
towards Lin Hao, various weapons and moves erupting with light, illuminating the entire
firmament.

There was a constant roar.

"Bastard!" Ling Yun frowned furiously as she turned into a sky of peach petals, and
Thunder Spirit even broke the sound barrier straight away.

Just then, the sharp zither sound rang out again.

The roaming peach petals dissipated and Ling Yun regained her form, surprisingly
being imprisoned in place, while Lei Ling did the same.



"Fairy Green Shirt, what do you mean by that?" The injured Ao Dog looked at the
Qing-shirt Immortal who was playing the zither on the vault of the sky in confusion.

He didn't understand why the other party would stop them from helping, and even
Ling Yun looked at his sister full of incomprehension.
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"It's a test for him."

"With me around, he will be fine."

"If he can't be invincible under a deity, then he's not qualified to participate in the
next battle, and even if he does, it'll be a death sentence! If he doesn't use such a good
opportunity for refinement now, will he be left waiting to die when the real battle comes later?"

Qing Shirt's clear, cold voice came from an ancient well without the slightest hint

of emotion.

Ling Yun frowned and stood still, but Lei Ling didn't think so much about it and
angrily shouted, "What does that have to do with me! I will never allow anyone to hit me in front

of my face? I will not allow anyone to hit me in front of me? Brother!"



Lei Ling let out a furious cry, and with the absolute power of her flesh, she broke
free from her bonds, and in an instant her body turned into thunder, her flesh breaking the sound
barrier and turning into a silver lightning bolt heading straight for Qin Hai Zhan.

Qing Shirt frowned slightly, just now she did not want to hurt Lei Ling and the

girls, just a simple confinement, but at this moment Lei Ling's state, if she forced her to confine

her to not let her participate in the fierce battle, then I am afraid that Lei Ling will be injured.

"Forget it, let her be." Qing Shou shook her head indifferently.

"Ling'er, don't come over." Lin Hao suddenly spoke, and in the next moment, Lin
Hao broke free of Qin Hai Grievance and Qin Feng Resignation's restraints in an instant as his
dragon form disintegrated into countless pieces.

"How is this possible!?" Qin Hai Grievance and Qin Feng Rui were both

dumbfounded, there was even a disintegration? This operation is a real riot!

Boom!

The Nirvana Flame swept around, Lei Ling heard Lin Hao's voice and stopped in

time, when he saw the monstrous flames erupt, he was so frightened that he couldn't care less and
quickly burst back.

Even a sixth level realm Illusionary Spirit Master was painfully and miserably
burned by the terrifying flames, which targeted the burning of the soul!



Qin Feng Rui was even engulfed by the sea of fire as soon as he was, Lin Hao was
reborn with the sea of fire and his figure appeared in front of Qin Feng Rui's eyes, his gaze cold
and piercing.

Lin Hao vs Qin Feng Resignation!

Lin Hao was going to avenge his daughter with his own hands! Under the blanket
of Nirvana fire, Qin Feng Resign let out a guttural scream, his body was clearly uninjured, not
even his clothes had been damaged in the slightest, yet he was in such pain that he wanted to die
immediately.

Soul, this is the flame that burns the soul!

The fire of Phoenix Nirvana!

Qin Feng resigned and finally recognised the owner of this flame, so terrified that
his face was white and hideous.

He had often used semi-demonised soul-devouring beasts in conjunction with the
formation, constantly tearing into the enemies trapped in the formation and enjoying the process

immensely.



Watching these enemies trapped in the inscription formation, little by little, having
their souls torn to pieces by the half-demon soul-devouring beasts, listening to the painful wails of
his enemies as they begged for their lives before they died, Qin Feng resigned to feel a perverse

feeling of pleasure.

But he had never dreamed that one day he, too, would suffer such heart-rending
pain.

This pain, cone of heart and soul, was simply unavoidable, let alone unavoidable!

This punishment, which was a thousand times more painful than torture, caused
Qin Fengqui's entire body to howl in agony.

But it was useless!

When one was in pain, using other means of distraction, or even howling, could
alleviate the pain, but the pain from the depths of the soul simply could not be released by

wailing!

Lin Hao was right in front of him, his gaze cold as he admired the scene.

"In the past, this is how you appreciated your prey being tortured to death by your

pain a little, right? Now, to personally experience such a feeling, the exchange of identity between
prey and hunter, how do you, how do you feel?" Lin Hao's every word was filled with cold killing
intent, without the slightest hint of emotion.



Those who dared to lay hands on his loved ones! No matter who it was! All must
die!

Qin Xiaorou before, Qin Fengzui now, and Qin Bingyu after that, none of these
people could escape!

"Kill me, kill me!"

"Kill me, please, kill me, in the next life I will work for you as a cow and horse,
just please kill me ......"

Qin Feng resigned howling in pain, constantly begging for mercy, not to beg Lin
Hao to let him go, but only to beg Lin Hao to kill him.
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The expression on Qin Feng's resigned face had twisted to an extreme degree, the pain that
penetrated his soul had driven him mad.

The battlefield beyond the flames.



The four surviving immortal slaves of the Qin Clan were all shocked to see this
scene, what kind of terrifying ability was this? To summon the Phoenix Blazing Flame, the Flame
of Nirvana, which is a flame that specialises in scorching one's soul!

What now?

Those four sixth-ranked immortal slaves looked towards Qin Hai Grievance, now
he was the strongest here, that Qin Feng Resignation had been? Dye West Dye Zero West Zero

Love Land? He had been captured.

Qin Hai resentment see them look at themselves, suddenly cursed: "you look at
me a der, ah bah, monks can not swear, Amitabha blessing ...... you look at me what is the use?
Head that in, she does not want us to go, no one can run away."

Qin Hai Grievance speaks like a bit of schizophrenia, a moment of compassionate
look, and a moment of cold-blooded look.

When things came to this point, everyone was a bit scared and looked at the

Kissing Fairy, what could be done?

The Thunder Spirit and Rui Lin over there had no intention of letting them go and
fought to kill their enemies, starting a frenzied attack on the Qin family's immortal slaves.



Lei Ling transformed into thunder and struck hard, regardless of Qing Shirt's
obstruction, while Rui Lin also activated his White Tiger divine Beast bloodline and transformed

into a true king of all beasts, his aura surging wildly.

Ling Yun couldn't stand it anymore, since her sister was only controlling the scene,
it was time for her to make her move, not to mention that her sister couldn't make too many
moves, or else irreversible damage would be formed to the surrounding space.

Ling Yun transformed into a sky of peach petals and began to attack swiftly
staring at a sixth-ranked immortal slave of the Qin Clan, countless peach petals like spiritual
snakes like a dragon scroll attacking with killing intent.

Qin Hai Grievance's face was a little ugly, the fairy in the green shirt was watching,
he simply could not make a move,much less dare to do so, reciting a Buddhist hymn, "Amitabha
Buddha, fairy in the green shirt, the culprit Qin Feng resignation has been put to death, will you let
us live and let us go?"

Clang!

The Fairy in the Green Shirt didn't reply, her jade hand fiercely plucked the

strings of the fluted zither, and the ancient zither emitted a stern zither sound, instantly exploding
with a monstrous energy.

There was a boom!



Qin Hai Grievous's body violently exploded into a sky of blood mist.

A seventh grade mid-grade Illusionary Spirit Master had fallen just like that!

"Holy shit!" Ao Dog was also shocked to see this scene, such an immortal goddess,
ah, to kill with such determination and ruthlessness, and the other party was too dead to die!

"Hm?" Fairy Qing Shirt however frowned slightly, filled with displeasure, "I
didn't even expect to let a jumping clown fool me."

Qing Shirt was very unhappy, the Qin Hai Grievance he had just killed was not his
real body at all, but just a split body.

No wonder the opponent had been unable to resist Lin Hao's Silent Sword Power

just now, it turned out that the one who had come here was not the opponent's real body at all!

A thousand miles away, Qin Hai Grievance spat out a mouthful of blood, "Mud,
it's lucky I was smart enough to let that madman's doppelganger pass and run away first,
otherwise I would have to be buried along with that fool Qin Feng Resignation!"

The Qin Hai Grievance that died just now was just one of his doppelgangers, but
the loss of his doppelganger had also caused his main body to suffer great damage.



When he stopped Qin Fengzhi from pursuing him, Qin Fengzhi was bent on
pursuing him, and that was when the old fox, Qin Hai Zhan, sensed the troops and left behind a

split body, while his real body took the lead and fled the place.

Unexpectedly, this act of his saved his life.

The four immortal slaves of the Qin family burst into flames and died one by one.

The four immortal slaves of the Qin family were killed one by one. This is the
most terrifying tactic, killing invisibly, with killing intent and attack contained in the sound of the
zither.

Spiritual rhyme manifested itself from the peach petals, Rui Lin let out a hiss of
anger, and Lei Ling's pretty face was also full of anger, even though the other side was dead, it
still did not relieve the hatred!

She could see clearly how badly her brother had been injured and how much pain
he had gone through to recover, and now her little niece had been tortured by them in such a

miserable manner.
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Even breaking them into pieces would not be able to relieve their hatred!



"Little Spirit, there's no need to be angry, the culprit, is being tormented by Lin

Hao in the same way, torturing him to beg for his life and death then." Ling Yun landed beside Lei
Ling and gently patted her shoulder to comfort her.

Only then did Lei Ling's heart feel more comfortable after hearing Ling Yun's
words.

"Little sister, I'll leave this place to you, I'll go to the Dragon Palace, in the
meantime, don't make any rash moves, I'd like to ask that old loach what he really wants!" The
immortal crane descended from the sky in a multicoloured haze, and landed firmly on its back.

Qin Feng resigned in the flames of Nirvana, surrounded by inscriptions, but he
could not stop the intense pain in his soul at all. The horrible pain had already made him faint and

wake up again for an unknown number of times, and this pain had made him desperate.

It had only been a few moments, not even ten minutes, but for him it was like

suffering for a hundred years.

"Kill me, you son of a bitch, you bastard! Dog, beast, kill me!"

"You coward, what kind of man are you if you can't even kill an enemy! You're a
brute, you're not a human being, let alone a man~! A gutless eunuch!"



Seeing that it was useless to beg for mercy, Qin Feng resigned and cursed Lin Hao
angrily, cursing whatever was unpleasant, hoping to use this to anger Lin Hao, so that he could just
finish himself off with a single slash, even death would be much better than this.

The only thing that scares me is that I can't even die if I want to, but I have to
suffer even more than that! The pain was even worse than death!

The more you hear Qin Feng resign's angry curses, Lin Hao not only did not get

angry, but he laughed and laughed.

The more intense the cursing, the more the other party wanted to die, but the more
the other party wanted to die, the less likely he was to make it happen!

Would that be the end of it?

No way!

The pain he endured in the formation was even more intense and longer than he
had been, and during his recovery, Lin Hao had endured even more intense pain beyond

imagination!

That was not enough, they had even made Lin Ruoshi, his daughter, suffer such
pain too, how could he bear it!



This was his revenge as a father!

Under Lin Hao's control, a phoenix sounded, and the Heavenly Sin Sword in

phoenix form fluttered up and down around Qin Feng's resignation, emitting a phoenix sound.

This Phoenix Form Heavenly Sin Sword was also the soul's nemesis! It is also a
terrifying attack that destroys the soul! The phoenix sword was also a soul-crushing attack!

Lin Hao's divine thoughts moved, and the Huo Feng flipped and flew straight

through Qin Fengzui's body!

No, the fire phoenix did not pass through Qin Fengxui's body, but through Qin
Fengxui's soul, Qin Fengxui's soul was sharpened by the sharp? er grasping and serving zero

Shan whisked shut? The phoenix feathers were pierced with a thousand holes, and this fire

phoenix's feathers were even tainted with the Nirvana Flame's!

On Qin Feng Rui's soul wound, there was still a trail of Nirvana flames left behind,
slowly searing and expanding over his soul.

Ow howl howl!

(1 f*cking dish f*ck)!



This level of pain was too much for even Qin Feng Rui's seventh grade Illusionary
Spirit Master realm to carry, and the horrific pain had made him not want to live.

"Kill me, and I'll tell you a secret! I'll tell you how to deal with the Moon Wheel

Fairy! Promise me that you will kill me!" Qin Feng rhetoric howled in pain, he would sell

anything and say anything now, for no other reason than to die a bit more painfully.

Lin Hao remained unmoved, clearly, this secret was not enough to move him.

"Immortal Moonwheel is about to break the ban and come out! Her opponent is
the Heavenly Dao Divine Origin, as long as she draws the Divine Origin in, she will surely die!"

"Also, there's the fact that Qin Bingyu has bred a lot of half-demon Soul
Devouring Beasts, very similar to that Qin Xiaorou from before, and they're all killing and
breeding these things outside of their borders! And the Soul Devouring Beast Demon King is

about to emerge, once the Soul Devouring Beast Demon King emerges, even the gods will have to
be afraid of it!"

"I've told you everything I know, please kill me, please!"
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Lin Hao's unperturbed face finally began to move, and his hand began to lift slightly ...... On the
other side, the fairy in the blue shirt had already sailed the crane east to the sky above the Dragon
Palace's archipelago.



The two dragons rushed up to block the way, and the fairy in the green shirt did

not hesitate to pluck the strings of her zither, and the two dragon powerhouses instantly died

violently on the spot, their blood spilling clear down into the turquoise blue seawater.

Without saying a word, the fairy in the green shirt came all the way over, and
everywhere she went, blood was everywhere, the corpses of the dragons were everywhere, and
she broke straight through the empty door into the dragon palace!

A man's anger can spill five steps of blood, let alone a god's anger, and a million
corpses would be a light matter!

After entering the dragon palace, more dragons and demons who had surrendered

to the dragon clan attacked, and Qing Shou did not hesitate either.

Three thousand green threads fluttered, the green shirt danced, the delicate zither
sound and the blood intertwined, mingling with each other and forming a stark contrast!

At this moment, the Fairy in the Green Shirt is the real Fairy in the Green Shirt
back then, the one who dared to go to the Immortal King's Hall of the Immortal Court to question

the Immortal King with one person and one zither on the day she attained the Dao!

If the usual Qing Shirt was a fairy, a gentle and gentle fairy, then at this moment,
she was a real queen overlooking everything!

"That's enough~! Green Shirt, do you really think that I am afraid of you?"



"If I make a move, how will you have the chance to do so? This is the territory of

my dragon clan, don't be too arrogant!"

Green Shirt laughed coldly, "Heh, when you said that ten thousand years ago, I
couldn't refute it, but now, what makes you speak so shamelessly!"

"And the dragon clan's territory, this is just the prison where your dragon clan is
imprisoned, an existence that you are not ashamed of, when did you even have the shame to say

that it is your territory!"

"Green Shirt! You don't want to seek death!" With a long whistle, Ao Feng Dragon
King's 10,000-metre dragon body slowly blasted into existence, overwhelming and
overwhelming, as magnificent as the Great Wall of 10,000 miles spanning across the void!

The scales around his body were overflowing with haze, full of divine charm, the
dragon? The dragon? The claws were as sharp as divine weapons, and the two huge dragon eyes
glared deadly at Qing Shirt and roared.

The dragon's head is more than 500 meters in size, and it is a powerful and

overbearing figure.

If it were anyone else, I'm afraid they would have pissed themselves in fear, but
Qing Shirt was unmoved and even wanted to laugh a little, his face full of mockery.



The seemingly fierce and powerful Ao Feng at this moment was in fact just a
flowery frame in Qing Shirt's eyes, deliberately taking this form to shock his opponent.

The longer he stayed here, the more he was suppressed. Although it looked like

Ao Feng was still majestic, he was no longer the dragon king who was making waves back then.

"Let me ask you three questions!"

"One question! What are the intentions of the Dragon Clan that they dare to

collaborate with the Moon Wheel?"

"Second question! If the Dragon Clan is an enemy of the Son of Heaven's Destiny,
do you dare to bear the consequences?"

"Third question! Are you Ao Feng going to lead the Dragon Clan to extinction or

not!"

The three questions asked by the green shirt were heartbreaking, and the three

questions were actually just one question, much less a question!

In a word, your dragon tribe is looking for death!



"You know better than me what Chen Bei Xuan has done! Why can't I retaliate for
deceiving me!" Ao Feng snorted coldly, still unwilling to put himself at a disadvantage.

Obviously, this was a consequence the Dragons could not afford!

But he had a pact with Chen Beixuan, and it was Chen Beixuan who had broken

the pact in the first place, so he naturally had to fight together with the Moon Wheel, and if he

succeeded, his Dragon Clan would be ruling the earth and would no longer need to be subject to

others!

"Chen Beixuan didn't break the pact." Qing Shirt shook his head, "He only
delayed the deadline of his promise, after this is over, you can naturally leave and return to your

ancestral land, but before that, do you dare to promise not to set foot outside the East Sea Dragon
Palace? We know better than you what kind of thoughts you are harbouring!"
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"Do you really think I'm not aware of the deal with that old baldy? If the world really becomes

indistinguishable between life and death, your dragon clan will never survive in this world! If you
dare to act rashly again, I will first kill your concubine to sacrifice to the heavens!" Dropping the
words Qing Shirt turned around and walked away straight away.

"Qing Shirt you seek death! If you dare to touch Qian Yuan, I, Ao Feng, will kill
you on the spot even if I never enter reincarnation!" Ao Feng suddenly seemed to have been

touched by Fairy Qing Shirt and hissed as he jumped to his feet on the spot!



If Lin Hao were here, I'm afraid he would have dropped his jaw to the ground in

shock on the spot!

Ao Feng, the Dragon King, poof, his concubine was even Qian Yuan!

Qian Yuan was a Heaven Swallowing Python, right?

And if Lin Hao remembered correctly, that thing? A dragon king, poof, his
concubine was even a Qian Yuan! Yes, it was a male, right?

I didn't expect the 10,000 year old Dragon King to have such a hobby.

Not to mention Lin Hao, the dragon clan and those demon clans who were

subservient to the dragon clan now all had their jaws dropped to the ground in amazement, not
realising that Fairy Qing Shirt knew such secret stories, and that the old dragon king had such a

unique history of affair.

But Qing Shirt just floated away, not paying any attention to the other party.

Ao Feng Dragon King's face was as gloomy as water as he coldly snorted, "Stop
all plans, tell Qian Yuan not to make any rash moves, watch the situation and wait for an

opportunity, also, tell him to be careful of that bitch Qing Shirt!"



After saying that Ao Dog Dragon King returned to his Pan Long Pillar with a black
face.

Ao Feng didn't just bet on Chen Bei Xuan and Lin Hao, he also had a deal with the
Moon Wheel Fairy, and even more so, he had plans with the old ancestor of the Jiao Dragon Clan,
Qian Yuan.

He even had a deal with that old bald ass from the Underworld as well, betting on
almost all of them, and developing his own plans in secret, so it was clear how big this Ao Feng's
plans were.

Originally, Qing Shirt could not link these things together until the time when the
Jiaolong clan suddenly joined forces with the Qin family's immortal slaves, and Qing Shirt knew
that it was simply Ao Feng's authorization, with the willingness of the head of Qian.

The so-called doppelganger's decision to make a private decision without being
able to awaken the original and all that was just used to deceive Lin Hao, there was no way Qing
Shirt would be fooled by the other party.

The fact is that it was Ao Feng who was responsible for the destruction of Qian
Yuan more than 20,000 years ago.

And the breeding of the Heaven Swallowing Python is very peculiar, they focus

on the purity of their bloodline and are hermaphroditic!



When Lin Hao had been attacked by the Qin family's immortal slaves on Ancient

Town Street, Ao Feng had suddenly stepped in and stopped Qing Shie ten thousand miles away,
and at that time Qing Shie had already understood a thing or two.

When she had just exterminated Qin Hai Grievance, she had known that the old

baldy from the Underworld had also started to cause trouble on earth.

The reason why the Qin family's immortal slaves had suddenly surged in strength,
apart from Ao Feng's stirring up trouble, also had the figure of that old bald ass!

Now these old things, one by one, were beginning to sit up and jump out, if she
didn't do something, Lin Hao simply wouldn't be able to carry the ensuing chaos.

There was absolutely no way for Chen Bei Xuan and the others to spare their hands
to support Lin Hao's side, so everything on this earth could only be resolved by Lin Hao himself.

......

On Lin Hao's side, after hearing what that Qin Feng Rui said, his hand slowly

lifted up.

Seeing this scene, Qin Feng resignation was excited, can die, finally can die ah!



The first time I saw such an excited situation when I was about to die, but Qin
Feng rhetoric is really excited, now every breath is torment, more painful torment than death, die
once and for all, do not know how many hundreds of times more comfortable than this constant

suffering!

"I told you all, all, really all, and our Qin family's immortal slave strength surge,
and the nine ghostly underworld may have some relationship, specifically I am not qualified to

know, really no more, kill me." Qin Feng resigned looking at Lin Hao with anticipation.

Lin Hao raised his hand and separated a ball of Nirvana Fire to envelop Qin Feng
Rui.

The third form of the Heavenly Sin Sword began to change, resuming its first
form, the form of the Sword of the Gods.

First form, the Eye of Silence opened!

Lin Hao flung his hand towards the void, and the silent sword energy directly

caused space to collapse, presenting a void space behind space with turbulent currents running

through it.
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Lin Hao did not? er want to grasp the west closed service zero intention? hesitation, and with one
foot, he tucked the Nirvana fire ball wrapped around Qin Feng's resignation into the void space.



"Enjoy the pain of burning your soul within the void space!" Lin Hao spoke coldly.

Only then did Qin Feng Rui realise that he had been tricked, he feared that he

would have to wander in the spatial turbulence for an unknown amount of time and be burned by

this Nirvana Fire before his soul would be completely burnt to death, Qin Feng Rui cursed angrily,
but it was no use at all.

After Qin Feng Rui was tucked into the void of space, that spatial rift quickly
closed, Qin Feng Rui would never come back, and he, too, would be tormented continuously in

endless pain.

Ling Yun, Rui Lin and Lei Ling all heard Qin Feng resign's miserable screams,
and the anger in their hearts had finally subsided.

It seemed that Ling Yun was right, what Qin Feng Resign had inflicted on Lin

Ruoshi, Lin Hao had already returned it a hundredfold!

Ao Dog, who was holding Lin Ruoshi, couldn't help but shiver and couldn't help
but say, "This Bean Batch, he really has a Bean Bag brain, who don't you want to touch, but his
precious heart, he really deserves to be tortured like this."

"You talk a lot of shit, don't you?" Lin Hao faintly glanced at Ao Dog.



Ao Dog was frightened and shut up, granny, that seventh grade early stage Qin

Fengzhi had become like that, if he really messed with him, he would probably end up a hundred
times worse than Qin Fengzhi.

Although they were both Supreme Divine Beasts, the Phoenix Clan's Nirvana
Flame was also a huge headache for the Dragon Clan.

"Go back first." Lin Hao saw Lin Ruoshi who was lying in Ao Dog's arms. Her
divine soul was riddled with holes, and she was currently pale, frowning in pain even as she
passed out, Lin Hao's tone was once again morose and cold, a nameless anger still continuing to
rise, and his heart was stabbing with pain.

The crowd quickly returned to the Lin family's ancestral home, and Lin Hao

picked up Lin Ruoshi and went back to his room, closing the door tightly behind him.

Lin Hao carefully placed Lin Ruoshi on the bed, afraid that a slightly violent

movement would hurt Lin Ruoshi.

With a poof, a blazing flame rose from Lin Hao's body, a crimson flame like

blood swaying demonically on Lin Hao's body.

Lin Hao looked at Lin Ruoshi on the bed, as if he had made some great

determination ...... Let the killing begin!



Lin Hao took out the Heavenly Sin Sword, which kept changing into various forms

in his hands.

Constantly counteracting and controlling that power.

Far away at the end of the River Styx, Shen Xiyan in the centre of the sea of blood
snapped open her eyes, "It's still starting!"

"Originally, I thought you would be able to spend more peaceful days together,
but to my surprise, the killings have still come early."

After saying this Shen Xiyan slowly stood up, stepping on the crimson ribbon,
looking up, the Xuan Yuan swords over the sea of blood disappeared one after another.

Shen Xiyan no longer hesitated, looked in the direction of the lower reaches of the
River Styx, and sped away, turning into a blood-colored stream of light speeding, in the process,
the killing intent on Shen Xiyan's body began to surge and stack up, as if it was like a general
supreme fierce soldier!

"No! How can you escape the curse of the Xuan Yuan Sword, it's impossible! You
stay!"

"Why do you stay here when you can leave me? Stay with me! Kill me, stay and
keep killing me, keep abusing me!"



In the sea of blood, Chen Lao Er, who had inherited a drop of Blood River Elder's
essence blood, roared in excitement when he saw this scene.

No, after this only living person left, he was left with only himself, he was
addicted to being abused by Shen Xiyan all these days, what would he do if Shen Xiyan suddenly
left?

His mind had already started to pervert!

But there was no way for him to leave this place, here he was an immortal being,
yet he was also one with this sea of blood.

In response he was met with a sharp and unmistakable will to kill, and hundreds

of Elder Chen's doppelgangers crumbled with a bang.

Excited, Chen Lao Er screamed and shouted to continue, come again, harder ......
er ...... more madness!

But Shen Xiyan no longer pay attention to him, Chen Lao Er crazy, he can not let
Shen Xiyan leave this place, almost like a madness to condense bilocation to block Shen Xiyan,
but it is simply useless.
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Shen Xiyan didn't even need to make a move, everywhere she went, the killing intent cleared
everything and was invincible, and instead of slowing down a bit because of the block, her speed
even skyrocketed by several times!

"It's starting!" Outside the Underworld, Lin Cangdou and Chen Beixuan

simultaneously looked in the direction of the end of the River Styx.

AiWei'er and the others did the same, and even including Meng, their gazes were
all directed towards the end of the River Styx.

Even the group of powerful people within the Underworld were looking in the
same way in the direction where Shen Xiyan was rushing to.

"That old villain is also shameless to be honest, just now Qing Shirt told me that

the old villain has already started meddling in earthly affairs, he wants to use the hand of the

Moon Wheel to make the Soul Devouring Beast Demon King overthrow the earth, from then on

there will be no more boundaries between life and death, life is also death, death is also life, there
will be no more distinction, no more hell on earth." Chen Bei Xuan could not help but curse

angrily.

"It has already begun." Lin Cang Dao spoke indifferently, "No matter who it is, it
cannot be stopped, no matter who it is, it cannot be changed, the plan has reached this final crucial
step, no one can change it."

"Yes, but, cough cough, when this is over, that brat's family, maybe it's not quite
that." Chen Bei Xuan spoke with some embarrassment.



"Later matter, talk later." Lin Cang Dao slowly closed his eyes.

Lin family ancestral residence.

Immortal Qing Shirt had already returned from the Dragon Palace, but did not go
straight back to the Qinhuai Golden Mansion, instead, she came straight to the Lin Family
Ancestral Residence.

At this moment, within the room, Lin Hao had already completed the lifting of the
curse on Shen Xiyan.

Looking at his daughter who was in a coma, all still with a painful expression, Lin
Hao's heart was dripping with blood.

The divine soul on Lin Hao's body began to coalesce, hardening a part of it from
his own divine soul and turning it into a small phoenix.

This was so that his daughter wouldn't have to suffer the same pain as he had
before, the soul-forging pain of the Nirvana Flame was simply not something that normal people
could endure.

And the pain of stripping the soul was a hundred times more painful than soul
forging!



The pain of stripping one's soul is even more painful than soul forging! The pain is
even more painful than soul forging! A part of his soul!

Lin Hao had already tried his best to endure it, but he still couldn't help but let out
a miserable scream, his body was twitching from the excruciating pain, and cold sweat was

sliding down like rain.

Ling Yun was so distressed that tears fell down her face, forcing her mouth to be
covered to stop herself from letting out a cry.

"This, what the hell is this going through." Ao Dog felt chills all over his body

when he heard Lin Hao's voice, this miserable scream was too seeping ah.

"Forcibly stripping a part of his own divine soul and using it to repair Xiao shi's
divine soul, so that Xiao shi doesn't have to go through the pain of soul forging and nirvana rebirth.
But by doing so, Lin Hao would have to suffer a hundred times more painful than this, and it

would last for a very long time!" Fairy Qing Shirt spoke slowly, looking at the crowd like this, she
could not bear to look on, and shook her head, "Next, it will probably be a real battle, I will leave
first."

Fairy Qing Shirt did not leave straight away, but picked an empty room to stay,
the next days, Qing Shirt also always have to be ready to strike.

The human world was also beginning to want real gods to come down.



All at once, the Heaven Swallowing Python was already plotting, and his

doppelganger began to leave the Dragon Palace. Similarly, over at the Dragon Palace in the
Eastern Sea, Ao Feng had likewise spelled out a huge price to send his doppelganger out and cheat
the Dragon Palace's ban.

At this time, the eyes of the world converged on China's side.

The Angelic Church and the Western European Church were all beginning to stir,
each one becoming restless.

On Lin Hao's side, about an hour passed before Lin Hao walked out with a tired

body and a pale face covered in cold sweat.

"Brother, are you alright." Lei Ling hurriedly jumped into Lin Hao's arms, moving
very gently for fear of hurting him, she knew that right now, Lin Hao was extremely weak, and
Lin Ruoshi didn't need to worry, Lin Hao had made a move, her own little niece naturally
wouldn't have anything to do with it.

Ling Yun also rushed over and supported Lin Hao, to be honest, she wanted to

fling herself into Lin Hao's arms for a big cry even more than Lei Ling.
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"I'm fine, I'll be fine." Lin Hao shook his head, "Xiao shi is already fine."



"We know that Xiao shi is fine, but my sister said that if you do this, your soul will
have to suffer such painful torture for a long time." Ling Yun was so distressed that she couldn't
hold back the tears in her eyes again, Ling Yun hurriedly looked away, not wanting Lin Hao to see
her like this.

"Has Fairy Qing Shirt returned?" Lin Hao didn't answer Ling Yun's question,
instead he digressed, he didn't want to mention this matter much either, after all, apart from
causing pain to others, his own soul pain wouldn't be alleviated one bit.

"Just returned, my sister has gone to the Dragon Palace, she should be looking for

the Dragon King to ask for punishment, but she is already resting in the next compartment, let's
not disturb her for now." Ling Yun knew that Qing Shie hated people disturbing her the most.

Ao Dog, on the other hand, drew in a cold breath, "Going to the Dragon Palace to
ask for punishment, but returning in peace, I'm afraid that many of the Dragon Clan in the Dragon

Palace died this time, I guess even my father had to suffer a defeat."

"It's a pity that I have dissuaded my father many times, but he just won't stop,
what's there to be angry about, can't we just wait until the dust settles?" Ao Dog was very
helpless.

Lin Hao, on the other hand, frowned: "Are you sure that your father's plan is just to
return to the ancestral land? The Dragon Clan and the Heaven Swallowing Python, are you sure
that they aren't your father's loyal dogs? And the sudden increase in strength of the Qin family's
immortal slaves, just dare to be sure that there is no figure of your dragon clan?"



"It's not just the Dragon Clan, that old baldy from the Underworld is also

involved." The door to Fairy Green-shirt's room creaked open, and Fairy Green-shirt's clear, cold
voice came with it.

"The old bald ass? Who is it?" Lin Hao was, in turn, a little baffled.

How could such a thing as a bald donkey exist in a place like the Underworld?

Didn't they all play in the Western Heaven's Extreme Bliss then?

"Just that Che Da Cao who said that he wouldn't become a Buddha until hell was
empty."

Ugh!

Lin Hao reacted, in that case, there really was a bald donkey in that underworld,
and had forgotten about this number one big shot.

It seemed that many myths and legends were true, or half-truths, yet they were
also based on something.

But most of the myths that have been handed down are the parts they want people
to know, while the darker parts, the unpleasant parts, have been deliberately kept hidden.



What a magnificent vow not to become a Buddha until hell is empty!

What a magnificent vow to be worshipped!

In fact look at what he has done.

Looking at Lin Hao's puzzled and indignant look, Qing Shou shook his head and
said, "These so-called grand vows are actually nothing more than a means for them to become

supreme deities, but they are not qualified enough, thus sending down their grand sources and

forcing the heavenly dao to approve them, seemingly for the sake of the human race, great and
selfless, but in reality, it's just for their own strength advancement."

These, then, are the conspiracies and self-interests hidden in the mythology,
similar to what happened in the West back then, seemingly to enlighten the world, but how much

killing and shadowy things are involved?

Clang? The West Serves Love Wu'er Whisked Shuttered?!

Suddenly, at this time, the resounding sound of a phoenix resounded in Lin

Ruoshi's room.

Everyone changed their expressions and rushed towards Lin Ruoshi's room in

unison.



They pushed open the door only to see a scene that made people dumbfounded.

"Dad, Auntie Qing Shirt, Auntie Ling Yun, Little Auntie, and the big white cat,
you're all okay." Lin Ruoshi had already woken up, and when she saw that everyone was alright,
although she had just recovered, she revealed a bright and sunny smile that completely melted

everyone's hearts.

Lin Hao even quickly went over and hugged Lin Ruoshi in his arms, his heart
aching.

Clang!

A phoenix sounded again, and Lin Hao found something incredibly sharp,
constantly poking at his arm, and in no time at all, he had poked several holes in his arm.

Lin Hao frowned and looked down, damn, why was it a small phoenix?

This little thing was only about the size of a palm, and suddenly covered all

around, small yes, but the phoenix's majesty was not lost at all, and the little thing even proudly

demonstrated at Lin Hao, as if saying: let go of my master silver, or I will poke you into a sieve!
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